To: All SEVIS Users

Date: Feb. 1, 2017

Re: SEVIS 6.32 Pre-release Webinar

Number: 1702-01

General Information

Join the Student and Exchange Visitor Program and the U.S. Department of State Exchange Visitor Program for a webinar discussing the Student and Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) enhancements, to be deployed on February 24, 2017.

DATE:  Friday, Feb. 10, 2017

TIME:  2–3:30 p.m. (EST)

This webinar will focus on the following SEVIS changes contained in the February 2017 release:

- New length requirement for SEVIS passwords (all SEVIS users)
- Program history (J SEVIS users)
- Edit sites of activity for secondary school users (J SEVIS users)
- Downloadable report on exchange visitors (J SEVIS users)
- Downloadable report on students (F/M SEVIS users)
- New termination reason (F/M/J SEVIS users)
- Upload evidence for Form I-17, “Petition for Approval of School for Attendance by Nonimmigrant Student” (F/M SEVIS users)
- Turn on ability to upload evidence for correction requests (F/M SEVIS)

Participants will have the opportunity to ask questions.

Registration for the webinar is now open on Study in the States. The webinar room will open 15 minutes prior to the scheduled webinar start time. Since participation is limited, we encourage attendees from the same organization to take part in the webinar from one location.

Comments
To comment on this broadcast message, please email SEVP@ice.dhs.gov with “Broadcast Message 1702-01 Comment” entered in the subject line.

**Disclaimer**

The broadcast message is not a substitute for applicable legal requirements, nor is it itself a rule or a final action by SEVP. It is not intended to, does not and may not be relied upon to create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any party in any administrative, civil or criminal matter.